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Primary Audience

DTW Conference
Attendees
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Dell Technologies
team members1 2



AUDIENCE
VALUE 

MAP

Busy Schedule
Information Everywhere
Want to learn and champion their
company



was founded after Ozzy the otter
floated into a circular stream that
connected different river channels
to the ocean.

Camp Furbish

STORYSTORY



After noticing all the trash around
the area, he decided to settle on
the tiny island in the center of the
stream and build his home.

STORYSTORY



Over time, he met Thilo the turtle
and they started a camp whose
mission was to clean up the area to
protect the habitats all over the
world that the rivers connected to.

STORYSTORY



The goal of Camp Furbish is to
educate and inspire people from
all over to make changes that push
our society towards a more
sustainable future. 

GOALGOAL



Founder/Owner
Created the camp after his ocean home was
polluted to help prevent any more habitats
(including ours) from being destroyed
Now lives in the center of the camp
Clumsy, over-confident, good-natured and friendly

Will appear in the on-boarding/off-boarding

messaging and make some surprise virtual

cameos in a few of the activities.

OZZY THE OTTER



Head Counselor
Was taken in by Ozzy after he found
Thilo trying to eat the plastic in the river
Doesn't speak, just makes strange
noises
Strange, expressive, deceivingly smart

You can find Thilo in the fishing adventure
occasionally trying to eat the plastic, so
catch it quickly.

THILO THE TURTLE



DTW Staff assigned to Camp Furbish
serve as guides to help the visitors get
the most out of the activities
Thilo is their supervisor
Will sport a branded white shirt with a
red trim, and a bandana to match Thilo

Stationed throughout the different activities
to teach, guide, and support camp visitors 

THE COUNSELORS



onboarding

Attendees will receive a virtual
invitation via email to tease
the experience.

This invitation will give
attendees access to 
the DTW 2023 app
where they can access the
Camp Furbish application.



experience low-involvement

Charge the phone

Rest around campfire



experience high-involvement

Camp sign
Interaction

Campfire
Lounge

Crafting
Station

AR Fishing Game



App

AR Fishing

Prototypes



experience Badge collection



experience re-claim river



experience re-claim river

Immersive
river
environment 

Exclusive
badges

Stop Thilo
from eating
the plastic



experience camp furbish sign

Take photos
Share on SNS

Welcoming
Sign



experience re-ignite campfire

Eat S'mores
Counselor's

stories



experience crafting station

Campers are invited to make
crafts out of common waste
that is repurposed at the
crafting station

This interaction is intended to
highlight upcycling and Dell's
global takeback recovery and

recycling process



experience re-inspire bullentin

A place to see a community being
built around their unqiue
approaches to sustainability. It will
inspire, educate, and connect the
virtual with the in-person

Post their crafts, badge
collection or

sustainability efforts



offboarding

hel



Audience LEARNS about multiple parts of

DELL'S BIG GOALS for sustainability, and

learn ways they can do something similar

for their carbon footprint at a smaller

scale

features
FUN, cartoon-like experience with a
MEMORABLE cast of characters to
lead a series of fun and EDUCATIONAL
experiences

Virtual attendees can COLLECT
BADGES in their daily life, participate
in the crafting, and receive the same
information as those in-person

Audience has a POSITIVE, and enjoyableconnection to making SUSTAINABLESHIFTS in their daily life



THANK YOUTHANK YOU
Any Question?


